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Transmission 12:
Gateway to the inner sanctum

     Hi Guys, this is Rio calling, whatever...and today I’m going to guide you through one of our favorite and most mysterious 
adventures. This next journey was part of our search to find solutions to the destruction of planet Earth’s surface. Now please 
pay attention here; on this occasion we travelled inside of ourselves rather than into space or somewhere else on Earth. This 
may sound unusual, but to the Earth Tykes and most of their friends such as the Kogi Indians, Tibetan Lamas and many 
indigenous peoples, not to mention the space people, this is quite normal. You just need a little training and you can wake up 
inside of your dreams. From there you can go to different places, anywhere in our universe in fact, or even experience other 
dimensions; there are angels and spirit guides to help and protect you. You don’t have to try it right now, we just want you to 
know that it is possible, that’s all. Our peaceful and biologically well balanced garden is excellent for helping us to achieve this 
sort of experience.
     We shall begin with a visit from our friend Hanta, who told us we need some special help to continue our mission to save the 
world. Hanta reminded us that a mighty white dragon, the stuff of legend, was coming to Earth and he would bring many riches 
to the peoples of the world, he would help to set them free from debt slavery. It was to become a part of our mission to try and 
understand how this would happen on Earth; we were not sure what to expect. 
     So let us begin a journey into the relative unknown from our Earth Tyke garden. Check this out, we shall present it as a story 
for you... Rio

A journey inside of our dreams...

Book 4

Rio
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     I met with my Earth Tyke friends in our sacred garden. We were enjoying some music recently composed by ourselves on 
our celestial keyboard when Hanta arrived. “Are you ready for a special journey?” asked Hanta. “Lead the way,” we agreed. 

Rio
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     “Let us contemplate and move into an awareness of the space within ourselves,” suggested Hanta. 
     We all lay down and made ourselves comfortable. We then  inhaled several deep breaths and listened to the musical 
harmonies of our celestial keyboard, this would help us to remain awake in our dreams. 
     Hanta suggested we should imagine sailing away towards a beautiful horizon. We could visualize ourselves on a replica 
of the small Chinese ship which the Earth Tykes had built, we kept it on our lake for leisure sailing.        
    Eventually we all drifted off into a deep sleep to the strains of beautiful music from the Venusian celestial keyboard in our 
garden. Rio



Rio

   Eventually in our dream world, we found ourselves sailing upon tranquil waters 
propelled forward only by a gentle scented breeze. It was as though we were still awake 
but we had entered the worlds inside of ourselves. Here we could see our bodies glow 
with the light of our souls. Many Earth people occasionally get a glimpse of such places 
in their dreams.
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    “Now we will begin a journey in spirit?” said Hanta. We Earth Tykes knew what he 
meant. We could not use the space-marine for a journey such as this. Taking the advice 
of the big sea people; we would travel to the interior worlds to search for a young prince 
who may be able to help us on our mission. We had only one goal in mind, and that was 
to help Mother Earth at this difficult time.   



    The color hues of our environment changed and our surroundings became ever more mysterious, but Hanta urged us on. 
Eventually, in the distance, we could see what appeared to be an enormous gateway. Hanta told us that this was the portal we 
had been looking for. It looked very ominous and there was a great roar of thunder and a flash of lightening as we moved 
towards it. Many people may have avoided such a place but it was a test of their courage. In the distance beyond however, 
we could see a welcoming light and we continued ever forward.     Rio
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     As we approached the gateway it suddenly became bright and clear before us and we were drawn forward by some 
unseen force.
     And so we arrived at the portal to a place often referred to as the ‘inner sanctum’. 
    “This is a portal to the true interior of our world but also to the interior of ourselves,” proclaimed Hanta. “Keep your 
thoughts on the task ahead, for it is in a place such as this, that both the light of the world and the darkness are kept in 
balance. Unruly thoughts may affect this balance and manifest terrible phantoms to drive us away.”
     “Awesome!” declared La Paz, though the rest of us remained silent save for a gulp from little Lima. Rio
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     Hanta told us, “The kingdom ahead is a physical place deep inside of the Earth, and also a kingdom in one of the many 
worlds of spirit. This is the reason we had to adopt our method of transport to arrive in the higher realms of spirit. 
     In the physical world this great doorway was carved from the living rock by a method using cold lasers. In this way, the 
rock surface was momentarily turned into a liquid. By such means the creative thoughts of mighty beings could be 
sculptured with ease, to bring awe and inspiration to those fortunate enough to find their way to such a place. This is a 
technology many thousands of years old and yet not known even today on the surface world by humans.”
     

Rio
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     We gazed in silence at the cavernous space around us.....and we were spellbound as we sailed through the gigantic 
doorway and into another realm. Rio
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     There was a blinding flash and the sensation that we were falling downwards; for a moment it seemed as though we were 
sailing over the edge of the Earth. We ran towards Hanta who assured us that all would be well in a few moments. At the other 
side of the gateway, we were immediately absorbed into a bright and magnificent landscape which appeared to soar off into 
the mists of eternity. We could still see the portal gateway in the distance at the foot of mountains which were filled with a 
strange music.

Transmission 13:
Lima

The Lotus Sea

Lima
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Lima

     Eventually we circled around a huge rock which looked something like the tip of a mountain. It was a remarkable 
place for in the distance we saw a vision of ourselves from an earlier time. Our perception of time and space had 
completely altered.
     “We are entering a plane of existence known as the Lotus Sea. Here we are governed by different laws of reality, 
the concept and awareness of linear time does not exist in this place,” explained Hanta, presumably interpreting 
the quizzical looks upon our faces.
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     We decided to investigate further but to our surprise when Hanta jumped off our ship, his feet landed upon a firm 
surface, it appeared to be solid like shiny glass. By the means of some kind of magical device on Hanta’s staff, he was able 
to make our environment more stable and the vision we had seen of ourselves earlier, disappeared. Lima

“I feel like dancing on ice,” declared La Paz...
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     As we were talking and fooling around Hanta suddenly realized that we were being watched by someone. The portal had 
brought us to the spirit home of a young Oriental prince who had been mentioned to us by a friend from a previous journey, 
Big Bluey the whale. Big Bluey had suggested we meet with a certain young prince whom Hanta would lead us to. We could 
then ask for some information concerning The White Dragon who was to be a benefactor of the world to help everyone. We 
hoped the White Dragon would assist our mission, to help with our transmissions to the people of the Earth surface world. 
Hanta later told us that the young prince had been placed in this kingdom by a mighty angel to watch over his people. The 
prince would soon be born into the Earth world again and return amongst his people as their ruler. 
   

  Hanta suddenly called us to attention as the giant visage of the young prince gazed in our direction... Lima



     We decided that one of us must approach the young prince and ask for some directions. We knew Hanta would help us 
through any problems. It was decided that Rio should be the one to speak with the prince. 
     “Begging your pardon sir,” said Rio to the young prince, “we are sort of lost and we are looking for the mighty white 
dragon, he’s quite friendly isn’t he, and we want to ask for his help.” 
     The young prince turned his gaze towards us whilst Hanta observed from a distance to survey the situation. 

     “Greetings little Earth Tykes,” replied the young 
prince. “I have been waiting for you and I will consider 
what you have just asked, but first I have something else 
that may be of interest to your mission.”  
     The young prince then began to explain about his 
intricately designed kites for collecting energy from the 
sun and from sub atomic particles from the atmosphere 
of space. He was studying geometry and the energy 
created by structures which he referred to as origami. 
He was interested in creating a new energy source for 
Earth. However, the laws of physics were different down 
on Earth, consequently, he feared his project would not 
work down there. He asked us if we would meet Hanta’s 
friend the former Earth scientist Nikola Tesla, to help with 
this project and we were delighted to agree.

Lima

Lima
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     At that moment Hanta stepped forward but before he 
could speak the young prince greeted him with joy. 
     “Hello Hanta the wise, I recognise you for you are a 
legend in places such as this. I know why you have come 
here, to help Mother Earth, and I will try my best to help you. 
However, I can only give you information, but worry not, for 
I see much from this higher kingdom, I see many 
possibilities for the future of the Earth. In return, perhaps in 
your wisdom, you can help me understand my sorrow and 
what I must do to help my people venerable Hanta.”
     “Of course” was Hanta’s reply. Lima
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Lima

     The young prince closed his eyes, took a deep breathe 
and sighed as if he was filled with great sadness; then he 
began to tell his story to Hanta and the Earth Tykes.   The Young Prince

18
       “I used to live on Earth as you do and after the death of 
my father the king, I remained as a prince until I finished my 
education. My father loved me very much and tried to protect 
me from all harm and troubles. Eventually I would become 
king and rule over the lands of my people as my father had 
done. I had many wise teachers but I did not always listen to 
them. I began to care too much about the people, partly 
because I wanted them to be happy and right the injustices 
done against them, and partly because I wanted to protect 
the people how my father had protected me. The wise 
teachers told me that sometimes what looked as though it 
were an injustice, was in fact the laws of karma playing 
themselves out; in life, we must reap what we sow they told 
me; but I did not listen to my teachers concerning this. I 
wanted to protect my people from all troubles and make their 
lives very easy. 

     However, all that happened was, that the people became 
lazy and even unhappy with their lives. I learned that people 
do not want to be over protected, they would rather be free 
and in control of their own lives. Sadly, it was a lesson that I 
learned too late. With their over protected lives the people 
were no longer alert to the trials of life, so they did not heed 
the signs when a great disaster was imminent. They did not 
listen to mother nature and follow the animals into the hills 
when a great tsunami came and swept across the land; and 
so many of my people perished and this has saddened me 
ever since.”                                              



     Hanta gazed towards the young prince sympathetically, then he explained to him that he need not feel so sad, for he 
had given his people a chance to try a different kind of life when he protected them. Like the prince himself, they would 
return to live another life on Earth and many of them would have learnt a valuable lesson; they would have learned from their 
disaster, they would be born with a sense of knowing about how to avoid such a situation again. 
     “It is so easy to become lazy and ungrateful for what life has given us, but if we are alert to this, it will help us to live a 
creative and productive life,” explained Hanta. 
     

Lima
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Lima
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          The young prince began to realize that in this way, he had become a good teacher to his people and they would benefit 
greatly from his time as their prince. He suddenly looked at Hanta with a smile of contentment for he felt so much better for 
hearing his words. The prince’s sadness lifted and he knew the time was soon coming for him to leave his family in the higher 
worlds and return to Earth to live amongst the surface people once again. He was extremely grateful to Hanta and wanted 
to help him and the Earth Tykes mission as much as he could. “Now it is my turn to help you,” said the prince after 
contemplating for a moment or two. 
     “Yes, I can see the dilemma, the people of the world are so busy trying to keep out of debt, that they barely have time to 
care about anything else, like saving the planet—it is so difficult to save themselves. What we need is a new way to distribute 
the wealth of the world, something that does not rely on toxic pollution like oil. I know of the existence of huge hoards of 
diamonds, gold and other precious minerals which could support a new currency. With such wealth, everyone could work and 
get paid. Also, all of the work would be meaningful, helping to care for the planet, rather than useless non existent financial 
products designed to make just a few people rich. Of course I do not have the authority to make this happen myself, but I 
know someone who does. Now to answer the question from master Rio, you will have to speak to the mighty White Dragon for 
he is custodian over such things,” said the prince. 
     “But how shall we find him,” asked Rio.
     “Well some people see the White Dragon as a creature and others say he is but a wandering zeitgeist, a collection of new 
energies brought to Earth and breathed upon the people here. He is very illusive for those not worthy to carry out his work. 
However, little Earth Tykes, I am sure you will find him and he can help your mission greatly, for he has the authority from 
heaven, to bring the gift of freedom to the people of Earth upon the breeze of his mighty wings. He also has the means to do 
this, for he knows the whereabouts of secret chambers that house the great wealth I have mentioned. This wealth belongs to 
all the creatures of the world, both seen and unseen. You will need to bring forth new technologies with some of this wealth, 
the surface people cannot continue with their primitive pollution infrastructure,” remarked the prince.
     Hanta stepped forward to speak once again. “Well you can leave that to me, we will take your advice and meet my good 
friend Tesla, he will be happy to help with new technologies. He resides once again in one of the spheres around my home 
planet Venus, I will contact him soon. He will bring forth new knowledge and inspiration to this end. When we find The White 
Dragon, he will make sure the right people get Tesla’s documents and blueprints for the responsible use of energy, and, it will 
be clean safe energy, affordable to everyone of course.” We were all greatly encouraged by this meeting with the prince.



     We noticed our environment change again as the Prince 
became happier, it seemed as though his emotions were 
controlling the phenomena around us. “We are actually on top of a 
mountain on the plane of causality,” declared the young prince to 
our bewilderment. Lima
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     Hanta and the young prince continued to talk for a while, but with their conversations concluded, they sent an invisible 
wave of compassion and good will to each other, then Hanta returned to where we were eagerly awaiting his instructions, 
we had not strayed very far in the princely realm. 
     “We have much to do, follow me,” said Hanta. We headed for our ship, which was now anchored somewhere in the 
future of planet Earth; Hanta would know how to resolve that problem for he was a master of time and space. 

Lima



     The prince closed his eyes and whispered a sacred word; as he did so, the great rock 
behind him parted to reveal our ship for the voyage back to our dreamworld, from there we 
would make the journey to awaken in our garden back home. Lima
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Transmission 14:
La Paz

Phantoms of the mind

24

     “We were glad we had listened to the young Prince’s story, it may be an important lesson for everyone at some time in their 
lives, and, we needed to know more about the nature of the White Dragon of course. 
     Our journey to return home became increasingly turbulent however. There were unexpected flashes of energy and 
lightening all around us and Hanta looked just a little concerned. Eventually we could see an icy cave before us in the 
distance and we seemed to be lost, adrift in the sea of cosmic eternity with no sense of time or direction.
.



 
     As we left the protective energy of the young prince, in our playful excitement we had forgotten to focus on maintaining 
our course and our reality. This is exactly what Hanta had warned us about when he said there was a place where the light 
and the darkness of our world were kept in balance. Hanta was concerned that we had gone too near the negative polarity 
which only exists in the lower worlds of spirit and matter...We suddenly had a feeling that all was not well; then in an instant, 
we found ourselves in a cold icy environment outside the cave we had seen in the distance. La Paz

“It is not by chance we came here and we must remain vigilant,” Hanta told us.
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     We approached the land on an freezing sea and Hanta instructed us to go ashore and head for the cave. He gave us 
each a cloak to protect us from the extremes of temperature and we jumped onto the icy shore. 
     As we plodded through the snow and biting winds, there was a sudden change in the air. Our thoughts were 
concentrated on getting to a warmer place and not upon focusing our attention upon our sacred mission. 
 

La Paz
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     We noticed the sea birds around us had been disturbed by 
something from the sea. Lima and Rio had fallen behind and the birds 
frantically flew down towards them as if they were trying to warn them 
about some kind of danger. Rio shouted at Lima, urging her to run 
towards the cave. There was the sudden roar from an invisible space 
in the sky not far away. We felt a chill run down our spines and then 
without warning a terrible creature rose from the sea. Rio immediately 
turned to speak to little Lima and then realized she had lagged far 
behind. He frantically shouted to warn her, but her head was down and 
she had not seen the danger. 

27
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     When Rio shouted to alert Lima the prevailing winds 
carried his voice away from her. The great beast had 
seen the two vulnerable Earth Tykes and made its move 
towards them. Suddenly Lima looked up and saw the 
monstrous creature. She immediately ran towards Rio 
and they made a break for the safety of the cave but 
they would not make it. 
 
 

La Paz



     Cara and myself ran towards our friends to make a group, safety in numbers we 
thought. Moments later the great three headed beast swooped to make its attack all the 
while roaring at us furiously, we were sure to be overwhelmed. 

29
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     Then suddenly as if by magic, Hanta appeared before us and held the 
terrible phantom back with an energy shield of golden light. We remained calm 
and did not give in to fear, because we knew the beast was trying to control our 
emotions and imagination, it would then be able to throw us off the course of 
our mission. Hanta’s shield of golden light was too powerful for the beast, it had 
the purifying light of the great spirit of life in its glow, the monstrous phantom 
recoiled and fled across the sea. La Paz



     Next there was a huge flash of light and we were inside a tremendous cavern deep inside the Earth. Hanta 
seemed to possess an incredible power which he used to defend us, but he humbly referred to it as Divine Spirit 
working through him, not something he possessed himself. Hanta reminded us that we were still in a dream world which 
was part of the astral plane, this was a step higher than the physical Earth we had come from. The creature could not harm 
our physical bodies, however, the negative affects of the attack might influence our thoughts and feelings when we awoke 
back on Earth; in turn, this may attract the shadow people on Earth who like to pollute and destroy everything. They would 
like to seek us out and attempt to destroy our mission.  

31

La Paz



     As soon as we had recovered from the shock of our attack, we were amazed to see 
the scale and beauty of the cavern inside we had been taken to. We had once again 
been transported to the inner Earth, but this time in what we call our astral bodies, not 
our physical bodies. In Earth Tyke education we are told that everyone has an astral 
body which is part of our greater spirit body, this body can also takes us to places 
within our dreams.
     In the distance one of the mighty crystal cities of the kingdom of Agartha could be 
seen. There was a life giving energy in this wondrous cavern which helped us to purify 
the negative influence of the monstrous attack outside. Cara
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Transmission 15:
The Cave Cara



Cara

     A few moments later a saucer ship flew into the cave and we recognized it as 
one from the inner Earth people. These particular ships could manifest either in our 
dream worlds or on our physical planet. We did not see the crew of the ship on this 
occasion, but we were delighted to see two of its passengers, a Tibetan monk and 
a Kogi Indian. Both these people had been present at the Earth summit meeting on 
the Jupiter moon Europa. 
     We mentioned the Europa meeting in one of our earlier transmissions. We Earth 
Tykes believe that sometimes there are liaisons between extraterrestrials from 
space and spiritually minded Earth people. The spaceships can land high in the 
mountainous regions of the world where they are seldom seen by ordinary people. 
We are being watched on Earth all the time, particularly since the advent of nuclear 
bombs which have been used in the past.
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Cara

     We had many questions to ask Lobsang the Tibetan Monk and his Kogi Indian friend who used the Spanish name 
Paolo. They had talked to people from many galactic cultures at the Europa moon meeting. This was one reason they 
wished to speak with us before we continued our mission with Hanta. Lobsang the monk and Paolo the Kogi Indian, had 
come here to explain something important to us, it was something that affected not only our planet, but also every living 
thing upon it. 
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    “We wish to explain to you about the importance of minerals for the sustenance of all life. Much ill health is caused  by a 
lack of minerals in our bodies, but there is something else of great importance we wish you to consider, our Mother Earth 
should also be considered like a human body, she also needs minerals which were of great abundance in the past. 
However, because of the constant mining and the removal of her precious minerals, her life force is weakening just as it is 
with people. Some lands which were once rich with abundant life are now becoming deserts, like our sacred mountain 
home in Columbia. We are telling you this little Earth Tykes, so that you may make it known on your mission to help the 
people of the world and our sacred Mother Earth. Part of the problem is that the people of the surface Earth world, whom 
we call our younger brothers, have been deprived of any kind of relevant and meaningful education; this is why there are 
so many problems. Please try to explain this one facet about the problems of today, about the true importance of minerals, 
it will help towards a greater education later. Each individual must take responsibility for their own health and their mineral 
intake. Now go with our blessing and our hope little Earth Tykes.”
     “We will do everything we can to bring your message to the people Paolo and now we will leave. I sense that someone 
else has a message for us when we return home,” replied Hanta. Cara

Paolo the Kogi Indian had a message for us:
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     We said farewell to Paolo and Lobsang and then followed Hanta to a large opening in the 
cavern. In the background we could see one of the beautiful Agarthan crystal cities from the 
inside of our Earth. Suddenly our ship appeared to take us back home. We wondered who 
could possibly be waiting to give us a message when we returned to our garden. Cara
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     As we moved towards our sailing vessel the Agarthan city disappeared to be replaced by the 
familiar blue void around the Earth plane. From here we could easily return to our garden back 
home. Cara
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     Hanta was able to guide us back on to our true course. The positive energy in the cave had brought us peace and we 
simply visualized our home garden and waited for it to appear.  We then began to hear the music of our celestial keyboard 
somewhere in the distance helping to guide us home. “We have a visitor’” is the last thing we heard Hanta say before we 
returned. Cara
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     In our consciousness we gradually began to awaken in our garden as we focused our imagination there. Hanta had 
arrived before us and we saw him staring intently into the morning sunrise but we could not see why. 

Cara



     Curious, we ran into the garden and were 
amazed at what we saw. In the magical sky 
above our mountain home, we could see a 
gigantic visage of the young prince who had a 
final message of encouragement for us. He told 
us that he could now help us to find the White 
Dragon who would greatly assist our mission. 
We knew that Hanta would be able to contact 
the prince when the time was right. 

CaraCara
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     Before the young prince departed he briefly descended 
to the shore of our small lake. In the sky above, the light of 
a great spirit shone brightly and followed the prince as he 
moved, it seemed as though it were his guardian angel. 
Hanta knew it was a blessing for this to happen. We were all 
greatly encouraged that soon things would change upon 
the Earth and kindness and reason would prevail.

Cara
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            all had incredible memories of this journey to meet the young prince and learn 
more about the inner realms beyond our dreams. 
     After listening to Paolo the Kogi Indian talking about the minerals and energy of Mother 
Earth, Hanta got the idea to learn about another kind of energy that was from the universe. 
This kind of energy would put an end to mining and fossil fuels and benefit the health of the 
whole planet. Hanta suggested we visit his good friend Nikola Tesla to learn about this. 
When we eventually meet with the mighty White Dragon we shall tell him all we have 
learned and ask for his help. 

We
Transmission 16:
Tesla Rio
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